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Contents

1DAY

2DAY

16th November 2022: 
• Lecture 1 Introduction to River Morphodynamics
• Lecture 2 Bankfull Geometry of Alluvial Rivers 
      (with Gergely Török)
• Lecture 3 Formation of Large Tributary Blocked 
      Valley Lakes on Large Rivers.

17th November 2022: 
• Lecture 1 The role of the Flow Duration Curve 
      in Setting Bankfull Geometry
• Lecture 2 Bar Push and Bank Pull in Width-Curvature 
      Relationship in Meandering Rivers
• Lecture 3 Special Topics
      (with Gergely Torok Wing Dams in Rivers)

3DAY
18th November 2022: 
• Lecture 1 Long Runout Turbidity Currents
• Lecture 2 The Persistence of Dendricity 
      in Mountain Drainage Networks
• Lecture 3 The Continental Shelf as a Huge Bedform 



PROFESSOR’S BIOGRAPHY

Gary Parker is a specialist in the field of river and deep-sea 
sediment morphodynamics. He works with theoretical, numerical 

and experimental techniques to explain such problems as why and 
how rivers meander, how rivers self-construct their own channels, 

how rivers sort sediment, how turbidity currents run out long 
distances in the ocean and how they excavate submarine canyons.  
Gary Parker’s essential interest concerns how the flow of water and 
the transport of sediment interact to create patterns, indeed often 

highly appealing ones, in nature. These patterns include deltas, 
continental shelves, dendritic drainage networks, river meandering 

and braiding, submarine canyons, patterns of sediment sorting, 
cyclic steps in alluvial and bedrock rivers, as well as the deep sea, 

dispersal of tracer stones, formation of channel-floodplain 
complexes, deep-sea minibasin sedimentation and turbidity current 
dynamics. Applications include delta rehabilitation, design of mine 
waste disposal plans, reservoir sedimentation, riverbank protection, 

restoration of streams for salmonid spawning, dam removal and 
floodwater extraction. Parker’s tools are primarily theoretical, 
numerical and experimental. He partners with experts in field 
research to add this essential component. Parker has strong 

international research connections, in particular to Japan, Italy, the 
Netherlands and China. His research has been enriched by 

interaction with researchers from diverse fields and countries.


